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By JEN KING

Ethical and purpose-based business practices are quickly becoming brand identifiers, on par with quality,
craftsmanship and service, as luxury buyers turn increasingly conscious of their environmental footprint.

Transparent sustainability and corporate social responsibility (CSR) policies are much more than a passing trend or
a once-per-year obligation mentioned only on Earth Day these measures have become luxury's new cornerstones.
With heightened eco-friendly awareness stemming primarily from millennials, luxury brands must approach CSR as
a non-negotiable service to society, rather than a public relations-motivated stunt.

"Consumers do not understand what the word sustainability' really means, yet they care what the word sustainability
encompasses," said Diana Verde Nieto, CEO of Positive Luxury, London.

"From fairness to animal welfare, from transparent company governance to diversity and inclusion, the consumer
cares about all of these," she said.

"Companies that are behaving not just talking in a way that demonstrates their commitment toward any of those and
beyond are the ones that consumers will choose, especially the younger ones."

5 key sustainability touchpoints 

Materials
From diamond mining to farmed leathers, the social and environmental impact of sourcing materials for
luxury goods has grown in importance. Conflict- and cruelty-free sourcing is appealing to consumers who do
not wish to harm others or the environment with their purchases. Also, textile alternatives, upcycling and the
circular economy are growing in popularity among luxury brands.

Production
Questions of how and by whom a product is created are also of interest for luxury buyers. Consumers are
increasingly concerned with working conditions for employees and how the manufacturing process may
affect the community and environment.
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Footprints
Similar to consumer concerns of lessening their individual footprint, luxury brands have stressed the
importance of green selling spaces and low-impact manufacturers. There has been an increased focus in
lowering brands' carbon footprints and ensuring spaces are Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED)-certified.

Education
Luxury brands have begun sharing sustainable best-practices through educational initiatives. Passing this
knowledge on to luxury's next generations will ensure a greener tomorrow.

Transparency
Consumers' increased awareness of CSR and environmental policies has spurred transparency from luxury
brands. Now, if a brand does not share its eco-friendly practices publicly, consumers may decide on a brand
that puts its green foot forward during a purchase decision.

Responsible and aware 
Consumers are now more socially aware than in the past and most prefer to shop brands that are transparent and
operate sustainable businesses.

Per Positive Luxury's 2017 Predictions Report, today's consumers are mindful of the quality and craftsmanship of
luxury products, and receptive to storytelling efforts that tell of a brand or good's origin.

While luxury is well-versed in communicating these pillars, the most successful brands are just as technologically
adept and social media-fluent as consumers. What is more is that consumers are looking for brands and products
that are "agents of positive change and growth in society" (see story).

Research from The Future Laboratory, which tracked the five stages of luxury consumption, found that 15 percent of
luxury consumers are currently in the "Responsible and Aware" stage.

These individuals are most concerned about the impact of the goods they are buying. They seek out brands that care
about doing good, particularly in topics surrounding the environment.

Millennials make up 41 percent of this subset, making it an important target audience for the future (see story).

The heightened concern with a business' green practices can be attributed to millennials' tendency to be values
driven, meaning the generation's decisions are often based on the resulting impact of their actions, lifestyles and
purchases.

"In surveys, people have long indicated that they want more sustainable products," said Andrew Winston, strategy
consultant and author of The Big Pivot and Green to Gold, Greenwich, CT. "When and how that translates into
different buying behavior is the big question.

"In general, the questions about products and services are rising: Where did this thing come from? Who made it? Is it
healthy for me and my kids? And on and on," he said. "It's  easier to see the pressure building in products like food
and personal care and thus the luxury ends of those markets but might not be as clear in other luxury products.

"That said, while many consumers may not think of what they want in products in terms of sustainability' or socially-
responsible,' they may demand things that fit the definition.

"For example, the pressure on jewelry to avoid 'conflict' areas is a rising expectation," he said. "Or that apparel
comes from organic or renewable materials. More people expect these attributes today, and that's especially true for
millennials."

The color of money 
The gravitation toward sustainable brands is not exclusive to consumers.

According to Positive Luxury and the Luxury Institute's 2016 findings for its joint Predictions for the Luxury Industry:
Sustainability and Innovation report, C-suite executives have found that to keep brand value and continue growth, an
investment in sustainability performance and practices is a must.

While there has been growth in marketing efforts boasting sustainability practices and an increase in transparency
as to how products are manufactured, there has also been higher demand from investors for sustainable businesses.

Nearly half of CEOs surveyed in 2016 agreed that climate change and resource scarcity will transform their
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business, making environmentally-sound choices even more significant (see story).

"The positive correlation between corporate sustainability performance, specifically related to environmental,
social and governance issues, and financial performance has been increasingly linked, and therefore it's  shown
that socially-responsible brands produce greater shareholder value," Positive Luxury's Ms. Verde Nieto said.

"The goal of any investor is to grow their invested capital in other words, make money," she said. "As Warren Buffett
has said, his preferred time to hold a stock is forever. He also advises to only buy something you'd be perfectly
happy to hold if the market shut down for 10 years.

"[Mr. Buffett] is championing long-term investment, something that companies who are investing and integrating
sustainability into their corporate strategies are able to deliver."

Stella McCartney's fall/winter 2017 campaign tackled wastefulness. Image credit: Stella McCartney

The journey toward sustainability has also created a new pillar for luxury brands to consider in their marketing
communications.

Efforts that rely on brand storytelling, education and humanity have been leveraged by luxury brands to share their
sustainable choices. These authentic displays of pride in sharing and promoting these values have indeed become a
selling point for many consumers.

In turn, consumers who are aware of a brand's sustainability efforts are more likely to remain loyal and return for
future interactions (see story).

Trickle-down sustainability 
Given transparency's importance in the minds of consumers, the ways in which brands communicate their positive
impact has also grown. This has led many luxury goods conglomerates to push sustainability as an intrinsic part of
company culture at the group level.

The luxury group's commitment causes a trickle-down effect embraced by brands within the portfolio and
encourages individual houses to align with the conglomerate's overall CSR culture.

Consistently, the most vocal of luxury's groups have been France's Kering and LVMH.

Kering, for instance, has been recognized as a climate change leader by CDP's annual "Climate A List" ranking.
Kering is among only 5 percent of global companies to receive an A-grade from the international nonprofit that
encourages companies and governments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and protect water resources and
forests.

CDP created the Climate A List at the request of 827 investors with assets of more than $100 trillion (see story).

Kering 2025 : Crafting tomorrow's luxury

For the third year running, Kering was also named the most-sustainable company in the luxury sector by the Dow
Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), which recognizes brands that are leaders for their overall environmental and
social performance and is considered a leading benchmark for corporate sustainability (see story).

Kering is vocal and proud of its environmentally friendly and ethical business practices. Since 2015, Kering has
publicly shared the methodology behind its sustainability through its open-sourced Environmental Profits & Loss (E
P&L) accountability report (see story).
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Similarly, LVMH annually partners with the European Commission for Green Week to share best practices in
biodiversity.

LVMH has developed sustainable environmental policies for the houses under its umbrella for the past two decades,
including the preservation of natural raw materials used to make its luxury goods.

In 2015, LVMH joined the European Business and Biodiversity Platform as a strategic advisor to the European
Commission (see story).

To celebrate 25 years of environmental achievements, LVMH has set new goals, known as "LIFE 2020," for itself and
the 70 brands under its umbrella.

LIFE 2020's objectives are centered on four pillars: products, sourcing, supply chain and CO2 sites. The goals are not
designed to be simply met, but exceeded.

The group's initial target of using 10 percent renewable energy, for example, has already been achieved and
increased to 30 percent by 2020. The conglomerate hopes to reduce its CO2 emissions by 25 percent compared to
2013.

LVMH also has plans to double its internal carbon funds next year. Since 2016, LVMH has invested approximately
$7.9 million into its internal carbon funds (see story).

LVMH internal carbon fund: A 1-minute tour

Other groups, such as Switzerland's Compagnie Financire Richemont as well as individual brands including
Burberry and Versace, are not as outspoken, but still publicize their company's ethical and sustainability codes and
commitments on their corporate Web sites.

Mission and methods 
While sustainability efforts are rooted in the same causes, such as limiting emissions or conserving water, each
sector approaches green practices differently and in ways that apply to its manufacturing process and final product.

Here are some of the many CSR methods and policies enacted by luxury's primary sectors.

Apparel and accessories
According to Andrew Morgan's documentary "True Cost," the pollution created by the fashion industry is surpassed
only by the oil industry.

Fashion brands are uniquely positioned to spearhead change. Many luxury brands, to some degree, have developed
sustainable and ethical supply chains, simply because these qualities are integral to what it means to be a luxury
house.

Luxury is partly about craftsmanship and high-quality materials, two things that ought to be done in an ethical and
sustainable manner, because otherwise a brand's integrity is stained (see story).

To this point, textile creation has been a focus of brands' strategies to curb pollution and develop more sustainable
methods.

Kering, for example, organized an ideas accelerator with Fashion For Good and Plug and Play in March.

With a focus on textiles, Plug and Play - Fashion for Good's overall goal is to assist Kering and its brand stable to
spark disruptive innovations that will transform traditional luxury processes. The innovations will further Kering's
commitment to the widespread adoption of sustainable business practices (see story).

Production transparency has also been explored by fashion brands hoping to reassure consumers that their
products' raw materials, such as wools, are responsibly sourced.

LVMH-owned Loro Piana, for example, developed a material sourcing method for its cashmere wool sourced from
goats in China's Alashan region.
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"Research into the finest materials is the common thread. It  is what guides us at every step." Pier Luigi Loro Piana
#WorldofLoroPiana

A post shared by Loro Piana (@loropianaofficial) on Aug 26, 2016 at 1:10am PDT

The "Loro Piana Method," based on five years of research surrounding cashmere production, has enabled breeders
in Alashan to combine higher-quality wools with sustainable development. As a result, Chinese breeders need to
rear less goats, but keep a high annual volume.

Furthermore, standard of living improved and the natural balance between the animals and their habitat has been
rekindled through a reduction of desertification in the area (see story).
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Loro Piana cashmere comes from goats in China's Alashan region. Image credit: Loro Piana

When these methods come into question, brands must be quick to respond or risk their responsible reputations.

In 2015, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) brought to Stella McCartney's attention that one of its  26
sustainable wool producers from Ovis 21 in Patagonia, Argentina was mistreating the sheep on its farm.

Ms. McCartney built her fashion brand through sustainability practices and without the use of any leather, fur or
animal skins, causing PETA's report to go against the Kering-owned label's core DNA.

In response, the designer quickly issued a statement on Facebook to ensure its consumers that ties were severed
with the Ovis 21 source mistreating its sheep.

After launching its own investigation, the brand concluded that one sheep harmed "is one too many" (see story).

To this end, many brands have announced they will discontinue the use of furs in designs. Following Giorgio
Armani and retailer Yoox Net-A-Porter Group, Gucci joined the Fur Free Alliance as as part of its  larger decade-long
sustainability plan (see story).

Gucci cruise 2018 look. The brand has become the latest to give up fur. Image credit: Gucci

Equally cruel to an animal, leather and exotic skins remain in use by a majority of luxury brands, much to PETA and
other animal rights groups' chagrin. To make its position clear, PETA has even purchased stock in LVMH to curb the
group's use of exotic skins (see story).

"Fur and alternative leather are just one of the issues in the wide range of the obstacles that fashion as an industry
has," said Yana Bushmeleva, chief operating officer of Fashionbi, Milan.

"To reduce the ecological harm and wastefulness, it is  important to analyze all the phases starting from the growing
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of the raw material till the final consumption of the product," she said. "The consumer plays one of the key roles."

Increasingly, luxury fashion houses have begun to explore the development of textile alternatives or have swapped
authentic leathers for artificial substitutes.

But the move toward artificial substitutes, especially faux furs and leathers, does come with a downside as the
production of these petroleum-based fabrics is detrimental to the environment, as well as being disruptive to an
established supply chain (see story).

A better and sustainably-sound solution may be found in natural fibers and lab-grown alternatives.

Ferragamo, for instance, designed a collection using fabric derived from citrus fruits that is similar in look and feel
to silk.

Citrus fruit can be transformed into a silk-like twill. Photo courtesy of Ferragamo

The sustainable fabric begins with the peels of citrus fruits after they have been juiced. In Italy alone, discarded fruit
rinds create more than 700,000 tons of by-product (see story).

Likewise, Stella McCartney inked a partnership with Bolt Threads, a biotechnology company, to advance and
innovate the manufacturing of textiles.

The first collaboration yielded a vegan spider silk made from yeast, which the British designer used to create a one-
off gown shown at the Museum of Modern Art in New York during the "Items: Is Fashion Modern?" exhibit (see
story).

If biodegradable textiles are used, waste can be drastically reduced. According to the Environmental Protection
Agency, U.S. consumers alone produced 15.1 million tons of textile waste in 2013.

While most of the blame falls on fast-fashion consumption, luxury brands have tapped into upcycling and
recommerce to do their part in lessening the amount of textiles filling landfills .
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Burberry, for example, has entered a partnership with Elvis & Kresse that will see at least 120 tons of the house's
leather scraps transformed into accessories and home goods. The leather industry makes about 800,000 tons of
waste per year, most of which is typically destroyed (see story).

Yes, there is an extraordinary amount of leather that we need to rescue... This is one of our current solut ions.
http://bit .ly/2r8F5N6. #leatherrescue #thisisluxury

A post shared by Elvis & Kresse - Eco Luxury (@elvisandkresse) on May 12, 2017 at 8:57am PDT

With concerns about the environmental impact of the apparel business rising, secondhand sales are one tactic to
combat the fashion's footprint.

Stella McCartney and high-end consignor The RealReal have teamed to market the reusability of luxury fashions,
prompting consumers to get on board with the circular economy (see story).

"The amount of the bought products and the way how we care for the clothes has a direct impact as well,"
Fashionbi's Ms. Bushmeleva said.
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"For example, a customer who owns a fur coat can be more eco-friendly than the customer who buys a pair of new
jeans on monthly basis and washes them in warm water once in a week," she said.

"Overconsumption and overproduction cannot be sustainable. We need to receive a proper education on how to
behave in order to live a more sustainable life on all the levels."

Fragrance and beauty
Perfume and personal care brands commonly support the habitat, flora and apiary sources of their raw materials.

Similar to fashion's dedication to textile quality, the ingredients incorporated into luxury fragrances or skin care
products speak to a brand's stature among its competitors.

Este Lauder Cos.' Crme de la Mer, for instance, often hosts branded conservation efforts to protect the world's
oceans, where it sources much of its skincare ingredients.

La Mer's dedication to improving ocean conservation efforts has resulted in the brand donating more than $2.6
million to its cause since 2008 (see story).

Importance of Ocean Conservation with Margaret Zhang | Blue Heart | La Mer

The protection of central ingredients is leveraged by many brands, especially if the raw material is  rare or
endangered. For ingredients in the latter category, spreading awareness and promoting sustainable use is a
common tactic.

French perfume house Fragrance Du Bois, for example, promoted the sustainable use of oud, a resinous heartwood
and key ingredient in many perfumes, by producing a song in collaboration with Arab singer Nadeem Nour.

Oud is found in Aquilaria and Gyrinops trees in Southeast Asia and the Middle East, but unfortunately it is  available
in limited quantities and an increasing illegal trade has now threatened to make it extinct. Because oud is used in
many perfumes and incense, the demand for it is  very large and outstrips the supply (see story).

On the heels of the European Commission's 2017 Green Week, French perfumer Guerlain similarly shared its
ongoing commitment to protect its brand motif, the bee, and biodiversity at large.

While vital for agriculture, the declining bee population has proved detrimental to flower fields. As a traditional
perfumer, which relies on sourcing the world's best ingredients, Guerlain is deeply invested in ensuring the world's
bees can bounce back from the brink (see story).

Universits des Abeilles/Bees Universities - Laurent Boillot - Guerlain

France's Clarins Group has also taken agriculture into consideration. Farming has its own environmental impact that
brands sourcing raw materials must take into account.

Clarins Group's Parfums Mugler recently announced its plans to become a sustainable pioneer in the fragrance
space by using responsibly developed alcohol in its perfumes. Part of Clarins Group's Made in France initiative, the
effort aims to produce a perfume alcohol that meets stringent environmental and social requirements.

The program, the first of its  kind for the fragrance sector, will promote biodiversity in agricultural products. This
effort benefits the local production and the supply chain between harvest and transformation sites (see story).

Jewelry and watches
The jewelry industry has been directly impacted by consumers' concerns of worsening miner and environmental
conditions through its purchase of diamond, gemstone or precious metals.

Swiss jeweler Chopard has been forthright in sharing its sustainability journey with consumers.

In 2016, for instance, Chopard entered an eco-conscious partnership with colored-gemstone miner Gemfields to
further its "Journey to Sustainable Luxury."
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Chopard earrings with Gemfields emeralds. Image credit: Chopard

The partnership sees that the emeralds used in Chopard's jewelry, and sourced by Gemfields, are validated by Eco-
Age's Green Carpet Challenge (GCC) Principles of Sustainable Excellence. Chopard jewelry also uses ethical,
Fairmined-certified gold sourced from artisan and small-scale miners (see story).

Similarly, De Beers' Forevermark reassures consumers of the sanctity of their purchase by providing each of its
diamonds with an individualized supply chain timeline.

Forevermark promotes the transparency of its  ethical diamond sourcing and pipeline through its identification
inscriptions that tell the of a stone's journey from discovery at the mine all the way to its arrival at a retailer's point of
sale.

Also, Forevermark takes pride in its business initiatives that give back to diamond-producing communities, the
environment and its protection of biodiversity. For diamond-producing communities, this includes healthcare,
education and business loans for local entrepreneurs (see story).

The promise & inscription | Forevermark

Diamond sourcing, in particular, is  often called into question due to concerns of environmentally harmful mining
practices paired with alleged social injustices of those working in the mines.

As consumers become increasingly aware of these issues, many have opted to steer clear of diamonds, especially
millennials, as they do not wish to purchase or support anything that may weigh on their conscience.

Lab-grown diamond alternatives have grown in popularity. These lab-grown stones are molecularly identical to what
is mined from the Earth, but without the same level of environmental and social complications (see story).

As for the horology sector, watchmakers such as Richemont's Baume et Mercier have lessened their environmental
impact by leveraging a circular economy that reuses materials such as metals.

Taking cues from fashion, Baume et Mercier also uses rainbow trout-derived Banka leather rather than bovine or
exotic hides for its Petite Promesse watch straps.

The trout are farmed in a river habitat in the Basque region where "animal welfare ranks above productivity." The
fish's physiological needs are met by clean, well-oxygenated water through an avoidance of antibiotics or vaccines
and responsible weather-based feedings.
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French fisherie where Baume et Mercier sources its Banka leather. Image credit: Baume et Mercier

Prior to the development of Banka leather, the trout skins were discarded as the fish were being prepped for high-end
restaurants in the area.

"There is no doubt that all brands need to have a mindful approach when creating goods or services," said a
spokesperson for Baume et Mercier. "It is  a complicated topic, but necessary for the success of brands moving
forward as well as the future of our communities.

"For Baume & Mercier, creating the Banka leather straps was our first public showcase of our efforts to explore
alternative materials and there will be more to come at SIHH 2018 and beyond," the spokesperson said. "Some
examples include using salmon skins for feminine watches.

"Aside from product launches, Baume & Mercier is working on much larger projects to increase our efforts and
become a key player and example in creating a circular economy. 2018 will be an exciting year of news in this
respect. However, nothing can be shared at this time.

"Though Baume & Mercier is one of the oldest watch brands in the industry, we are also one of the most dynamic.
We can adapt easily to new trends or global efforts and that is exactly what we will do when it comes to
sustainability."

Retail 
Retailers also actively participate in green initiatives, often curating likeminded brands for their stores, and working
to diminish the environmental footprint of bricks-and-mortar locations.

While certainly not alone in its efforts, British department store Selfridges has been a champion of sustainable retail,
believing that its CSR programs are a non-negotiable service to society and a way to instill trust among consumers.

In 2016, Selfridges was recognized by its peers for its efforts and was the recipient of the inaugural World's Best
Sustainability/CSR Campaign by A Department Store Award given by the Intercontinental Group of Department
Stores. Selfridges will retain its title until 2018 (see story).

The retailer runs a number of campaigns within its stores that limit its  environmental impact such as the elimination
of in-store plastic water bottles and a program that recycles its eateries' used coffee cups to create its yellow
shopping totes.

Selfridges Project Ocean

In terms of merchandising, Selfridges' commitment is demonstrated by its buyers and their personal knowledge of
sustainable practices. Selfridges' buyers make sure to ask brands and manufacturers not just a straightforward "Are
you sustainable?" but more impactful questions that inquire about sourcing, supply chain and business practices.

Transparency is also extended to Selfridges' signage, which includes Positive Luxury's Butterfly Mark, an indication
of a sustainable brand.

Selfridges even goes as far as to promote sustainable materials such as cotton, considered one of the most
environmentally-friendly textiles, and brands that are members of the Better Cotton Initiative, to assist consumers in
making better purchase decisions (see story).
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Selfridges Hot Air: Material World

Spirits
Similar to efforts put forth by personal care brands, distillers and winemakers are equally dedicated to the
environment where ingredients are harvested.

LVMH's Hennessy, for example, started acquiring green vehicles and delivery trucks in 2011 and now operates the
largest fleet of electric automobiles in any private business in France. Likewise, Mot & Chandon took an electric
view on production by using a fleet of T4E electric tractors as a way to eliminate emissions and protect its vineyards
(see story).

Noting the harm that manufacturing has on the environment, Scottish distiller Glenmorangie launched a two-fold
project to clean the wastewater produced during the whisky-making process.

Glenmorangie's projects work to purify and clean the waters near the brand's distillery on Scotland's coast by
reintroducing native oysters and opening an anaerobic digestion plant (see story).

Upcycling waste products has also been explored by spirits makers. LVMH Champagne house Veuve Clicquot, for
example, has created eco-friendly packaging that repurposes leftover grape skins.

Veuve Clicquot's Naturally Clicquot

The bio-based material is  then used for Veuve Clicquot's innovative packaging, which is a Champagne bottle case
that is 100 percent biodegradable and recyclable (see story).

Travel and hospitality
Linked to consumers' interests in experiential travel, a desire to visit eco-friendly and responsible hotel properties
has recently grown.

Efforts range from properties being mindful of water waste and limiting carbon footprints to programs to protect
biodiversity.

A number of Fairmont Hotels & Resorts have "bee hotels" on their roof tops (see story)

In 2015, the Waldorf Astoria and The Peninsula were among New York hoteliers to pledge their support in the fight
against climate change.

Sixteen of the city's iconic hotels joined Mayor Bill de Blasio's NYC Climate Challenge, promising to lower their
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 30 percent within the next 10 years. Sustainability is on the minds of many
travelers these days, making participation not just a worthy cause, but also a selling point and differentiator (see
story).

Consumer interest in green hotels has even inspired the launch of eco-friendly brands such as SH Group's 1 Hotels.

The three-year-old 1 Hotels is a mission-driven hospitality brand that works to show that sustainability can be a
beautiful, luxury experience without lowering the expectation bar or coming off as too "crunchy."

With sustainability as its foundation, 1 Hotels has seen goodwill expressed by its guests due to its transparency,
whether the results were good, bad or ugly.
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Discover 1 Hotels #Explore1Hotels

Guests are able to explore 1 Hotels' online dashboard that tracks each property's water usage and waste or a
particular room's consumption during a stay.

The level of transparency, even if water usage is up, for example, becomes a telling narrative that guests are able to
interact with and celebrate in the hotel's success, all while legitimizing its approach (see story).

Automotive
Automakers have been proactive in exploring various forms of mobility to combat climate change and respond to
consumer interest in lessening their carbon footprint.

Thanks in part to government mandates to reduce emissions and a movement to transition away from petrol and
diesel models altogether, electric vehicles are no longer a futuristic concept with nearly all automakers creating an
electric or hybrid option.

In 2016, Norway announced plans to ban petrol vehicles by 2025 (see story). Both India and China, countries with
severe pollution, have pledged similar bans in the hope that doing so will greatly assist climate change efforts (see
story).

BMW's i series is a plug-in hybrid model. Image credit: BMW

Since 2017's start, German automaker BMW Group has sold more than 50,000 electric vehicles. The number of sales
of these electric vehicles increased by 74.8 percent, compared to the same period in 2016 (see story).

The energy-efficiency and sustainability of electric power has also been harnessed for homes.

U.S. automaker Tesla, a pioneer in the electric vehicle space, repurposed its automotive innovations for that of
private residences through its Powerwall home battery, which generates electricity from solar panels (see story).

Tesla's Powerwall captures the power of the sun, day and night

Earlier this year, Tesla furthered its energy efficiency mission by installing its batteries into California's power grid.
Tesla's battery facility was inspired by a Southern California Edison accident that sent thousands of tons of methane
gas into the atmosphere (see story).

Employee advocacy and the role of education 
The execution of environmental protection programs and policies is now readily incorporated into luxury brands'
communications, but employee support and awareness remains key to sharing a company's broader ethos.

At most, strategic sustainability should be focused, starting from a brand's interior, before radiating outward toward
consumers. For sustainability practices to work, brand employees must stand behind the company's efforts.

Employees are the best brand advocates available and can attest to a brand's CSR initiatives and values as being
authentic. This is why so many CSR pledges rest on education and empowerment to build a sustainable future.

To bring its future vision to fruition, Yoox Net-A-Porter Group, for example, plans to lead by example by sharing its
knowledge and making innovative headways in the luxury retail sector.

Yoox Net-A-Porter's sustainability pledge lies on three pillars: education, empowering women and responsibility
(see story).

Both LVMH and Kering have fostered relationships with educational institutions such as the London College of
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Fashion and Central Saint Martins, for sustainability-focused programs.

Doing so educates future luxury brand employees and creative talents on the necessity of responsible design and
manufacturing.

Kering has taken its educational involvement a step further, developing the E P&L mobile application for Parsons
School of Design students enrolled a curriculum of the same name where fashion's environmental impact is taught.

Kering's E P&L mobile application

During the curriculum, students learn Kering's E P&L methodology, which measures and monetizes the
conglomerate's environmental impacts across its entire supply chain (see story).

Stalwarts of sustainability 
Across the luxury landscape brands have been increasingly transparent regarding employee benefits (see story),
manufacturing processes and other CSR touch points to demonstrate the industry's pioneering nature.

But why start with luxury brands? While plenty of mass fashion brands have CSR programs, it is  luxury brands that
dictate trends.

By starting from the top, even if the market share is small, there is more of a likelihood of luxury brands investing in
CSR and sustainable innovations that can lead to a mainstream embrace by consumers.

"There is no one driving fact, there are many,"Positive Luxury's Ms. Verde Nieto said. "The younger generation is
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pushing for more socially responsible brands. The media is talking about the sustainability agenda and, of course,
technology is an enabler.

"Younger influencers have started to embody these positive values they don't just talk about it, they are it," she said.
"All those factors are combining to make the change."

5 tips for CSR authenticity and responsible business practices

Diana Verde Nieto, CEO, Positive Luxury 

"Leadership. Sustainability ought to be part of the CEO's agenda, and it must encompass all areas of
responsible business practice over and above supply chain.

"Consistency. Responsible practices need to be embedded into the business, must be cross functional,
and also rolled out globally.

"Transparency. Luxury brands have to accelerate the conversation with consumers surrounding their
responsible business practices. In the near future, companies that are reticent in communicating will be
punished the consumer."

Andrew Winston, strategy consultant and author of The Big Pivot and Green to Gold

"Authentic is the right word. But relevant is another. Meaning, the critical thing is to understand the real
impacts of your business and products. What are the important environmental and social issues in your
operations and supply chain? Then address those. So, start with good data and analysis on the footprint of
the products, Understand your suppliers and their impacts and, third, be honest about what you know and
don't know. Communities, consumers and NGOs expect action, not perfection. Transparency is
important, and it's  OK to show that some areas are works in progress."

Yana Bushmeleva, chief operating officer, Fashionbi 

"The first question that the company should ask is 'Why do we want to incorporate CSR into the business?'
Do we really want to build a sustainable company for a better future, or we need to do it to satisfy the
stakeholders' interests?' The answer to this simple question will already give a direction. Of course, it's
impossible to do an immediate turn on a 360-degree, but step by step any business from any market
segment can become more sustainable. Focus on the particular sphere/department/production phase of
the business, define the goals and KPIs which will help to monitor the implementation of the plan. Make
sure that all the participants of the process received a proper education and instructions, otherwise the
sustainability efforts will be only on paper of the top management."
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